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CT users often need to investlgate precise features of the image reconstruction method of thelr System.
AIso, they might even conceive some new idea of data processing method and want to try lt. For these objec-
tives, Computer simulation lS usually required. However, it is virtually Impossible for CT users. The imple-
mentation of textbook lmage reconstruction method in a personal computer (PC) lS already a difficult task, and
actual image reconstruction methods implemented in commerclal CT models are far more complicated and their
details are inaccessible to users. Therefore, it lS Valuable, but looks dlfficult, to reallZe a "user level".CT image
reconstruction slmulator. We have proven that it is not too difficult to realize such a simulator-like (lf not ex-
actly a simulatt)r) system. Most of recent CT models have a functlOnality to export raw data to a medium that
is readable by ordinary PC. The obstacle lS that the raw data format is a manufacturer's proprietary lnforma-
tion. The raw data is an aggregatlOn Of projection data, header and other miscellaneous information. Thelr
sizes, arrangements and data types will never be disclosed. However, declphering raw data format is not too
difficult wlth educated guesses and trial-and-errors. Once declphered, pro)ection data part can be extracted
from raw data and freely processed on PC. After attaching original header and other miscellaneous lnformatlC･n,


































































































































































































































































W- H+XN,OWN"ew　　　　( 3 )
ここで,
W-A/n　　　　　　( 4)
W, H, X, N,,,a" N".,礼.はすべて整数であるから,
Xの最大値mは次の式から求められるo
m- i w/N,ouNu,ew j　　　(5)
また, Xの最小値はN,a,であるから, Xの候補
としてN,aγ, N,a,+1, N,aγ+2, ･., m-2, mll,
mが挙げられる｡
したがってHの候補は(3)式から, W-N,uv
Nr〃uN"ew, W- (N,a,,+1)N,OWN"lew, W- (N,〝V+2)
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出来る外部記憶媒体は, CD (compact disk)また
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